
Managing Critical Infrastructure - A Job for Heroes
We understand the unique challenges of water and wastewater agencies managing critical infrastructure. You need to 
manage both your plant and network assets to safely deliver essential services we all count on. You’re facing a backlog of 
deferred investment and maintenance on aging infrastructure and there is never enough money or resources to do 
everything that needs to be done.

That’s why we built MentorAPM, a new Asset Performance and Work Management solution, to help you align your agency, 
understand your utility and optimize the balance between maintaining asset performance, managing risk and controlling cost. 
So you can keep on delivering the services we need, today and in the future.

Because asset management for utilities 
is about so much more than assets.

ALIGN YOUR AGENCY

Get everyone on board and pulling in 
the same direction. MentorAPM helps 
you establish line of sight from the top 
of the agency to your field crews. It 
provides a single source of truth for 
asset information, helps break down 
silos and build consensus on priorities. 
Build an efficient and agile organization 
that knows where it is headed and can 
respond to whatever challenges it faces.

UNDERSTAND YOUR UTILITY

MentorAPM helps you accurately 
identify and understand risk, know the 
current condition of your assets, and 
delivers clear decision-making support 
for targeted priorities. Asset information 
becomes asset knowledge for well 
informed decision making.

BALANCE PERFORMANCE, 
RISK & COST

MentorAPM guides you to the best asset 
strategies to balance performance, risk 
and cost constraints to extend asset life 
and maintain service level delivery. 
Embedded best-practices and asset 
management intelligence optimize your 
operation for a sustainable future.



“Smarter, more advanced asset management strategies will save 
water utilities $41.9 billion in capital expenditures by 2027.”

 - Bluefield Research

Introducing the smarter, more advanced asset management 
solution for water and wastewater utilities.

You shouldn’t have to choose between your pipes and your plant. 

Fixed, vertical assets and linear, network assets need different functionality to be managed effectively. 
There has not been a CMMS/EAM out there that effectively manages both vertical and horizontal assets - 
until now. MentorAPM has a full GIS integration for managing linear assets AND robust capabilities for 
managing complex, fixed assets, within a single SaaS solution.

It’s in our name - MentorAPM. Powerful Asset Performance Management tools are built right in to the 
MentorAPM suite including Asset Health & Condition Management, Condition Libraries, Failure Mode 
Libraries, PM libraries and more. These APM resources are coordinated by embedded asset 
management intelligence that leads you to the right asset strategies for optimizing your operational 
assets. You don’t need to buy expensive APM add-ons - MentorAPM integrates all of this along with OT 
data and asset information to deliver so much more than a work-order system. 

“We’re just exhausted.”

That’s what a utility told us about their current contract and price negotiations with a big EAM 
vendor.
We don’t want to exhaust you or hold you hostage to expensive and restrictive contracts. 
Instead, we offer value pricing and simplified licensing terms that just make sense for everyone.  

•This also makes MentorAPM available to smaller agencies. We believe every agency delivering 
essential services, regardless of size, should have access to superior tools and resources for 

managing their critical infrastructure assets.

VALUE PRICING & SIMPLIFIED CONTRACTS

MANAGE BOTH VERTICAL & HORIZONTAL ASSETS

BUILT FOR WATER & WASTEWATER UTILITIES

Water and wastewater utilities are looking for a new software solution that reflects the future of asset 
management for critical infrastructure, offers better functionality and helps them achieve maximum value from 
their assets. Many utilities are dissatisfied with their current systems. In organizations who already have a 
CMMS/EAM system:

• 80% can’t get their work orders on a mobile device 
• 70% don’t have accurate and up to date asset criticality rankings
• 60% don’t have an actionable asset registry*

MentorAPM can help you do way better than that with MentorAPM Infield Mobile™, Criticality Analyzer™ and 
highly flexible and configurable asset hierarchy tools.

ASSET PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT (APM)

If you think a superior solution at a price that makes 
sense sounds like a good idea, contact us today for 
a demonstration of the MentorAPM Suite.

www.mentorapm.com | info@mentorapm.com | 434.879.6220
*Source: Reliabilityweb.com, used with permission.


